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Cakewalk SONAR Home Studio 4.0.1 Portable

  

  

The professional power of Sonar on your home PC. Includes a comprehensive feature set that
turns your computer into a multitrack recording studio, giving you everything you need to take
your music from inspiration to finished CD.

  

Bring the professional power of Sonar to your home PC with new Sonar Home Studio Version 4.
There is no better software for musicians taking the first step into digital recording. The newest
member of the Sonar family comes with a comprehensive feature set that turns your computer
into a multitrack recording studio, giving you everything you need to take your music from
inspiration to finished CD.

  

Sonar Home Studio is built with the same core features as Cakewalk Sonar 4. Its intuitive tools
make it easy to record, edit, mix, and arrange professional-quality music. It includes powerful
tools; built-in instruments and effects; support for DirectX, VST, ReWire, and MFX instruments
and effects; support for ACID™-format loops; and much more.

  

 

  

Create & Record:

  
* 64 audio tracks and unlimited MIDI tracks
* Pristine audio quality up to 24-bit/192 kHz
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* Included instruments: Virtual Sound Canvas, Dreamstation, and Sfz
* Integrate ReWire™ compatible applications including Project5™, Kinetic™, and Reason™
* Add sounds from additional DXi and VSTi soft synths
* Never miss a take again with Confidence Recording
* Keep perfect time with a built-in audio metronome
* Use included ACID™-format library to create backing tracks  
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